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Operational Call Outs  November:-   
 

On Weekend 10th - 11th a Kalbarri SES team was deployed to Mt Magnet departing Kal-
barri at 03:30 am on the Saturday morning. A 73 year old prospector had gone missing and 
the task was to search defined sectors. The other SES units were from Carnarvon, Shark 
Bay and Useless Loop. The experienced Kalbarri members ran the search teams, mobile 

search vehicle and radio communications. 
With temperatures of 40 degrees and rugged 
terrain it was ‘hard yakka’. The target of 
searching 10 sectors was over achieved with 
17 sectors being searched by Sunday after-
noon. The missing person was not found - but 
the sectors searched were declared cleared.  
 

After the search it was a long drive home  
finally logging off at 8pm on Sunday.  
A big effort from Steve Duncan, Jo Hope, 
Keith McRae, Dan Neal, Grum Roberts-
Pearson and Jan Verbaant. . 



  

December  2012 Activities 
Date   Time Activity         Organiser(s) 
Monday 10th 18:45`Maintenance - Equipment, Vehicles, Stores - SOP updates Mac/SteveD 
Sunday 16th  12:00 SES Family fun day on foreshore - Spit and refreshments  SteveC 
Monday 17th 19:00 Annual Review, Address by DEFS, Presentations   SteveC/Mac/Region 
   Scheduled training suspended until 4th February 2013. 
 Specialised ‘ad-hoc’ sessions - rope refresher/flood boat use will be organized in January 
—  Look out for us on the foreshore & river exercise demonstration  on Australia Day - Come and say ‘Hi’  — 
 Want to learn new skills? - Are you up to the challenge ? -  Join us - phone 0417994277. 

Kalbarri SES report - December 2012 (continued). 
 

Training :- 
12th November - a night time Flood Boat and land search/rescue scenario was run up the 
river. With ‘casualties’ on both river banks, the near side bank search was instigated by a 
4WD team. The far bank required 
team transport by flood boat to search 
their sector. Shallow water and sand 
banks at night time created difficult 
conditions.  
26th November - After Senior First 
Aid refresher and new training, two 
First Aid scenarios were there to chal-
lenge members. A common and tricky 
challenge was the unconscious casu-
alty inside a toilet - blocking the door. 
Obtaining access, administering oxy-
gen, fitting cervical collar and ma-
noeuvring the casualty out was 
achieved.  
Meanwhile, another scenario was in progress with a second team encountering a collapsed 
casualty on top of the stores cage. Dangers including height and the cage roof not able to 
support more than one person (except just at the edges). A ladder was used to spread the 
load for the first aiders as they tended arm and leg injuries, administered oxygen and put the 
casualty in the stretcher. The rescue was completed using rope rescue technique for a con-
trolled ladder slide to bring the casualty safely to the ground....- [Mac Holt]   


